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Abstract 

A simple method for vapour-phase deposition of a silane surfactant is presented, which produces 

tuneable homeotropic anchoring in liquid crystals. Both the zenithal anchoring energy and 

surface slip are measured by fitting to the latching threshold versus pulse width characteristic of 

a zenithal bistable nematic liquid crystal device based on a deep, sub-micron grating. The 

method is shown to give microscopic anchoring strength between 5	 × 10&∋ and 2 × 10&) J/m2, 

with a surface slip of about 100 nm. The silanated surfaces are characterized using Atomic Force 
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Microscopy (AFM) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), which show a direct 

relationship between the surface coverage of silane groups and the resulting anchoring energy.  

 

Introduction 

Liquid crystals are sensitive to their interaction with contacting surfaces.  When used in 

devices such as displays, surface layers are deposited to give controllable alignment to the liquid 

crystal director, n, the unit-vector that denotes the mean orientation of the long molecular axes.  

In addition to achieving the appropriate alignment, device performance depends upon the 

anchoring properties of the alignment layers. A conventional liquid crystal device relies on 

strong anchoring at the bounding surfaces, such that the anchoring energy is many times higher 

than typical elastic distortion energies of the n-field, thereby ensuring the director at the surface 

layers remain fixed. However, some devices use low or intermediate anchoring strengths to 

allow switching of the director at the surface, often to stabilize multiple alignment 

configurations. Surface switching of the director is required in ferroelectric liquid crystals [1, 2] 

as well as a variety of bistable nematic displays, including the azimuthal bistable nematic [3, 4], 

p-twisted bistable nematic (or Binem®) [5] and the Zenithal Bistable Display (ZBD®) [6].   

Alignment surfaces in liquid crystal devices impart an easy axis to the director that is 

either parallel or perpendicular to the surface plane. Methods for LC alignment vary: they 

include the use of rubbed polymer surfaces and micro-gratings for planar alignment or polymers 

with pendant aliphatic groups or surfactants for homeotropic alignment [7-9] parallel to the 

surface normal. The use of surfactants to obtain homeotropic alignment on glass surfaces is long 

established. For example, reference [10] uses dip-coating from a Langmuir-Bloggett trough to 
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coat glass plates with controllable density of surfactant, noting a range over which homeotropic 

alignment was achieved. Liquid phase deposition has been used to produce self-assembled 

monolayers of thiol [11] and silanes [12 - 15] surfactants with a mixture of chain lengths to 

control wettability of the surface. Although the results are predominantly on glass surfaces [12 – 

14], the method has been applied to micro pillars to illustrate the efficacy for microfluidics [14]. 

However, as shown in reference [15] the contact angle (and hence surface energy) and surface 

density of the silane is strongly dependent on the underlying layer: an organic layer formed from 

a negative photoresist gives a significantly higher surface energy than ITO, which in turn is 

higher than clean glass. As with previous work, that study varied the surface density by time of 

exposure to the silane solution and determined the relationship to alignment through the resulting 

texture of the contacting liquid crystal.   

The anchoring strength of the alignment describes the energy cost associated with 

deforming the LC director away from this easy axis and is frequently written in the Rapini-

Papoular form: 

�+,−. 	= 	�1 sin5 �				,					(1) 

where �+,−.	is the surface free energy, �1  is the zenithal anchoring strength (or equivalently �: 

for azimuthal anchoring strength that is also relevant for planar samples) and � is a small angle 

distortion of the director away from the easy axis [16]. Previous measurements of planar 

anchoring strengths are plentiful, although measurement of homeotropic anchoring considerably 

less so. In either case, typical values span between 10-4 and 10-6 J/m2 [17]. A common method is to 

examine the effects of external torques on the director profile, such as finding the extrapolation 

length under strong applied electrical or magnetic fields both optically and through cell 
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capacitance [18-20]. For a homeotropic surface, achieving sufficient accuracy from the electrical 

determination relies on a nematic with very strong negative dielectric anisotropy, materials that 

are sometimes difficult to achieve good quality homeotropic alignment. In the absence of 

external fields, the anchoring strength can be measured through optical characterisation of the 

director profile or through dynamic light scattering [21, 22]. Such methods often utilise specific 

cell geometries, such as a wedge cell [23]. These non-perturbative optical methods are restricted 

typically to the measurement of anchoring strengths below the order of 10-4 J/m2 

In ZBD, surface bistability is achieved using a homeotropically-aligned relief grating with a near 

sinusoidal structure (figure 1). The grating profile is chosen so that the director is forced into 

either of two elastically deformed states by the homeotropic alignment (rather than lie parallel to 

the grooves, as it would for a planar aligned surface). The continuous C state has a high-tilt, near 

vertical alignment, due to the elastic distortion induced by the grating decaying into the bulk of 

the nematic. In the low-tilt near-planar alignment of the defect D state, the elastic deformation is 

reduced through the presence disclinations at the top and bottom of the grooves.  Latching (that 

is, switching such that a selected state is retained after application of an electrical field pulse) 

occurs due to the voltage induced nucleation or annihilation of defects on the side of the grating 

[6, 24]. There is a significant elastic distortion of the director field in either state close to the 

surface. This leads to areas of local electric polarity due to the flexoelectric effect [25]. 
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Figure 1. (a) A schematic of the director profile above the ZBD grating for the high-tilt 

continuous state (left) and the low tilt defect state (right); (b) schematic of the addressing pulse 

used to latch ZBD from the D to C states, where the trailing pulse is defined as negative for the 

grating surface. The opposite polarity of pulse (-V,+V) tends to induce latching from C to D ; (c) 

the two bistable cell configurations given with a grating opposite a homeotropic surface – hybrid 

aligned nematic (HAN) and vertically aligned nematic (VAN). 

 

A simple 1D model for a flexoelectrically-driven transition between C and D states 

predicts the latching threshold of a bistable display varies with voltage as [26, 27]: 

 

� = �=�+�
(�= + �Β)(� − �Ε) =

�
� − �																			 (2)	
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where �= is the rotational viscosity of the nematic, �+ is the surface viscosity or slip length, � is 

the cell gap, (�= + �Β) is the sum of the splay and bend flexoelectric coefficients of the nematic, 

and � and � are the electric impulse duration and amplitude. � and � are the two critical 

parameters used to calculate the slip and anchoring strength during fitting. The divergent 

threshold �Ε is related to the anchoring strength by: 

 

�Ε = 2�1�
(�= + �Β) + Η�ϑΔ��ΒΒ

																					(3) 

 

where �ϑ is the permittivity of free space, Δ� is the dielectric anisotropy of the LC, and �ΒΒ is its 

bend elastic constant [27]. Further to the work of reference [27], these equations use the 

assumptions that there is minimal offset of the grating from the electrode surface and that the 

grating dimensions are sufficiently lower than the cell gap. That is, the dielectric terms 

associated with grating shape contributes about an extra 0.5 micron cell gap, which is similar to 

the difference in cell gap measured when measured outside the grating area. Hence, the factor of 

grating shape can be ignored in this calculation. Collecting the pulse thresholds under a range of 

different parameters allows the data to be fit for both the zenithal anchoring strength �1  and slip 

length �+. For the one-dimensional theoretical model used, variations of the grating shape can 

only be included through the dielectric terms as mentioned above or through the anchoring term  

�1  itself. However, comparison between the one-dimensional model that yields the analytical 

equation in reference [26] and the two-dimensional Q-tensor modelling of reference [27] showed 
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excellent agreement. Hence, it is postulated that the treatment used here gives a satisfactory 

approximation to the absolute value of the local surface anchoring energy. The method certainly 

provides means for determining the relative values of the zenithal anchoring energy. 

Equations (2) and (3) indicate a strong dependence of the operating voltage of the display 

on the zenithal anchoring energy of the surface, particularly when low voltages are used. 

Commercial ZBD devices use a proprietary homeotropic photopolymer layer to form the 

appropriate grating [28], thereby ensuring that variability of the anchoring energy is minimised. 

Using conventional liquid phase deposition methods [e.g. 13, 15] to coat the ZBD grating surface 

leads to a wide partial latch region of the threshold characteristic, due to variations of the 

anchoring energy.  The lack of reproducibility and heterogeneity of liquid phase deposited 

silanated films was also noted in [12], and these problems are potentially exacerbated by 

depositing onto a polymer surface instead of glass.  Previously, [29] surface assembled 

monolayers of surfactants deposited through liquid phase and vapour phase deposition 

techniques have been compared and the latter method shown to give better reproducibility. This 

finding is supported in this work too, where devices made using vapour phase deposition of a 

silane give reproducible and uniform latching of a ZBD device that is comparable to the 

homeotropic photopolymer. Moreover, the strong dependence of the latching pulse impulse on 

the anchoring energy offers a means by which the zenithal anchoring energy may be measured.  

 In the current work, a photopolymer is designed using off-the-shelf components instead 

and vapour-phase deposition of a silane surfactant is used for obtaining and measuring a tuneable 

anchoring strength. A simple, practical method is proposed to coat a substrate with the surfactant 

uniformly and is used to achieve a range of different anchoring energies through control of the 

silane surface density, characterized as a benchmark for comparable systems by Atomic Force 
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Microscopy (AFM) and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). The method does not require 

specialist equipment and is readily set up in a conventional laboratory. Moreover, it is shown to 

give controllable and reliable homeotropic anchoring even on non-uniform surfaces. By 

presenting the photopolymer composition alongside the surface treatment method, the results are 

readily-applicable to other systems involving nano- and micro- structures within liquid crystal 

devices. Together with the measured anchoring energy and slip lengths, the approach promises 

great applicability for novel applications of liquid crystals where alignment control is required on 

a photopolymer, including devices with structured surfaces and walls (such as microfluidic 

systems), and with colloidal and particulate inclusions.  

 

Experimental 

The conventional method for imparting micro-relief structures onto surfaces is nano-

imprint lithography (NIL) [30]. However, where microstructures are to be used in conjunction 

with electric fields orthogonal to the surface, it is important to minimise the offset between the 

bottom of the microstructure and the surface electrode.  Not only does such offset cause an 

unwanted voltage drop and waste power, minute variations of the offset thickness cause large 

variations in the applied electric field across the contacting liquid crystal, particularly in devices 

where the difference in electric permittivity of the photopolymer and liquid crystal is high. It is 

impractical to use conventional NIL and other stamping methods to obtain minimal offset over 

anything but the smallest area, since the structure impedes fluid flow during the stamping 

process except where there is offset. Instead, an embossing method is preferable [31] where the 

inverse microstructure is formed onto a flexible backing film, placed onto the substrate with a 
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reservoir of uncured photopolymer at one edge, and embossed from that side of the substrate to 

the other using a rubber-coated roller. With this technique, the tops of the inverse-microstructure 

are pushed into contact with the substrate and the excess fluid can flow away from the roller 

contact line due to the film flexibility. As the roller moves across the film and substrate, the 

liquid photopolymer is pushed ahead of the line of contact between the microstructure and 

substrate, whilst filling the gaps created by the microstructure features. Once the roller has 

passed across the substrate, capillary forces hold the film in place, allowing the photopolymer to 

be cured separately. Indeed, this method has the advantage that precise micro- and nano-scopic 

structures can be deposited in an acrylate photopolymer and cured in the presence of oxygen and 

without need of a nitrogen atmosphere that inhibits the cure. The film used for the current study 

was pre-fabricated by DisplayData by roll-to-roll embossing of a resin-coated PET film using a 

nickel shim copied from the original photo-resist master grating with the required structure using 

electro-forming.   

The liquid crystal test devices used in the current work comprised one substrate with a 

grating embossed into the photopolymer PP2, figure 2. A 5cm diameter steel roller with a 5mm 

thick rubber coating of shore hardness 70 was embossed with an 800N downward force on the 

film, photopolymer and substrate, (corresponding to about 0.2N/mm2) and a lateral linear speed 

of about 0.5mm/s across the substrate, The photopolymer PP2 was a mixture of acrylate 

monomers Sartomer 508 (57% by weight) and Sartomer 349 (38% by weight) with 5% of the 

photo-initiator Genocure LTM. The composition of this photopolymer was chosen to give a 

viscosity of 70 cP, suitable for fast embossing speeds. Sartomer 349 and 508 contain minor 

components which are hydroxyl-terminated monoesters. These are from incomplete conversion 

of the diol precursors. Methacrylate analogues are also likely to contain small amounts of these 
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hydroxyl-bearing intermediates as they are produced via similar (trans)esterification processes. 

The residual hydroxyl groups may help to ensure a uniform and reliable coating through covalent 

bonding of the silane. The results of reference [27] were made using another methacrylate 

photopolymer mixture and similar results were found in that work. However, reproducibility and 

lifetime are better assured in this mixture. 

   

Figure 2. Chemical structures for the PP2 monomers: a) Sartomer 349, b) Sartomer 508, and c) 

the silane surfactant C8-Sil [Sartomer]. Also presented are the monoester impurities of Sartomer 

349 and 508, d) and e) respectively. These impurities were measured at 4.9 and 6.8 %w/w within 

the components as sold. 

For the surface treatment, the photopolymer substrate is cleaned using UV-O3 for five 

minutes. A purpose-built evaporator unit was built to control the deposition of silane onto the 

photopolymer gratings, shown in figure 3. The chamber was formed from the lower section of a 

25cm diameter glass desiccator with a polypropylene lid. The sample substrate is mounted onto a 
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horizontal stage rotating at approximately 10 rpm within the chamber, which is sealed. A fixed 

volume of 20 μL of trichloro octyl (C8) silane is deposited into a flask and heated to 80 oC. 

Compressed air at 0.8bar  is passed through the flask at 0.01 m3/s, where it mixes with silane 

vapour and passes into the sample chamber via plastic tubing with a 9mm internal diameter.  The 

tubing is mounted within a copper pipe that is also heated to about 80 °C using an electric 

blanket to prevent premature condensation of the silane vapour within the tubing. An 80 mm 

diameter fan is used to circulate the silane within the chamber for uniform deposition over the 

rotating sample. The vapour leaves the chamber through an HCl capture system. This comprised 

bubbling the excess vapour through indicator solution before passing it through steel wool, to 

prevent the HCl vapour produced by the silanation reaction from escaping into the laboratory. 

The surface density of silane that condenses on the substrate may be controlled using the 

exposure time. Alternatively, if the humidity and temperature of the lab are variable, then the 

process can be monitored using a commercial HCl gas sensor. However, continuous assessment 

showed that the setup was sufficiently controllable and reproducible such that an HCl gas sensor 

would have been an unnecessary addition, with the humidity of the laboratory in the experiments 

being controlled to 40% ± 5%. Once the process is completed, the substrates are baked at 180°C 

for 1 hour on a hot plate to complete the silanation reaction. The silane chamber is thoroughly 

cleaned with acetone and isopropanol after each sample run, to prevent build-up of surfactant on 

the chamber walls, and thereby change the proportion of silane surfactant deposited onto the 

substrate surface. 
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Figure 3. Schematic of the silane deposition rig. Arrows indicate the initial inflow of 

compressed air and the final outflow, after two HCl capture steps.  

 

The resulting surface density of silane versus exposure time was characterised using 

XPS. Photopolymer flats were treated in the same instance as the grating test substrates and the 

XPS data collected in order to determine the progression of the surface treatment throughout the 

experimental timeframe. XPS measurements were performed using a Thermo Escalab 250 XPS 

with monochromated aluminium K-alpha X-ray source. The samples were mounted onto carbon 

tape for analysis.  The spot size was 500 μm with a power of 150W. Detailed spectra of 

individual peaks were taken at energy of 20 eV with a step size of 0.1 eV, the number of scans 

for each element was optimised to give a good signal to noise for each element. Binding energy 

was calibrated by setting the carbon 1s spectral peak to 285eV. Detailed spectra had a Shirley or 
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linear background fitted to them and peaks were fitted and de-convoluted using mixed Gaussian-

Lorentzian fits (using CASAXPS). 

Test LCD cells were constructed with an ITO-coated glass flat substrate coated with the 

homeotropic polyimide SE1211 (Nissan) opposite the embossed and silanated PP2 grating 

surface, spaced using 5 µm glass beads. Each substrate had a 1 cm2 electrode area fully covered 

on one side with the embossed photopolymer grating. Cell gaps were measured using reflection 

spectrometry. Each completed cell was filled with the liquid crystal 4-cyano-4’pentyl biphenyl 

(5CB), chosen for the wealth of characterisation data available through literature. The use of an 

opposing homeotropic surface gives the cell hybrid-aligned nematic (HAN) and vertically-

aligned nematic (VAN) as the bistable configurations for the D and C states, respectively, figure 

1. The two states are readily discriminated using polarising optical microscopy, with the grating 

aligned 45° to the crossed polarisers to give a bright D state and dark C state. Each cell was 

capillary filled at room temperature in the direction parallel to the grating grooves. The area of 

the grating that spontaneously formed the D and C states was recorded, before heating into the 

isotropic phase and cooling back into the nematic phase to form the uniform D state.  

The critical voltages for a range of impulse durations (�) were found at which the 

alignment latched from the continuous into the defect state, C - D. Data were fit to the theoretical 

model of equation (2) using non-linear least squares regression with two free parameters � and 

�, from which values for the slip length and anchoring strength were calculated. The following 

literature values for the flexoelectric coefficients, dielectric anisotropy, twist viscosity and elastic 

constant were used for 5CB at 25 °C:  e1+e3 = 14.5 pC/m [32], De = 13.15 [33], g1 = .099 Nsm-2 

[34], and K33 = 8.25 pN [33].  
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Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 4. An example of the data points and fitted curves for the field induced C to D transitions 

of grating aligned LC devices in which the grating is formed using two spontaneously 

homeotropic photopolymers with different anchoring energies. Inset is an image of a single cell 

plate, highlighting the embossed grating area. Both cells were nominally 7 μm in cell gap, 

operating at 25 oC in VAN/HAN mode and filled with the nematic liquid crystal pentyl 

cyanobiphenyl (5CB). 

 

Before measuring the anchoring of the silanated photopolymer, devices with the 

proprietary homeotropic-aligning photopolymer mixture previously studied in reference [35] 

were tested for comparison. Tuning of the anchoring energy is done in the commercial displays 

by mixing a high anchoring energy photopolymer (PPB) into a low anchoring base photopolymer 

(PPA) (obtained from Displaydata Ltd.). This is used in the commercial process to compensate 

display operating voltages against variations in the original master used to produce the 

embossing film. These photopolymers are designed to span the window of bistability in ZBD. 
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Figure 4 shows the 5CB 25. ± 0.1°C latching voltages for 7. ± 0.1 µm spaced ZBD for pure PBA 

and a 40.5 wt.% PPA + 59.5 wt.% mixture of the photopolymers, showing the latching voltage 

changing between 10 V to 20 V for this grating. Fitting the resultant electro-optic characteristic 

to equations (2) and (3) for various concentrations shows that the latching voltages vary linearly 

with concentration of PPB between 3	 × 10&∋ and 9 × 10&∋ J/m2, figure 5 a).  

 

Figure 5. Grating anchoring strength results for a) the mixed photopolymers, and b) the silanated 

photopolymer. A linear fit is included for the photopolymer mixtures, whereas the silanated cells 

are fit to equation (4), with �ΟΠΘ  = (1.5 ± 0.1) x	10-4 N/m, t0 = (57 ± 10) s and k = (151 ± 30) s.  
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Varying the C8 exposure time for PP2 gratings gave bistable alignment between 120 sec 

and 600 sec exposure.  At lower exposure times, the homeotropic anchoring was too weak to 

form vertical alignment. In the resulting conical alignment, the director lies at some in-plane 

angle to the groove direction, rather than perpendicular to the grooves (and parallel to the grating 

vector) as in the correct bistable state. Above 600 sec the alignment began to appear patchy and 

inconsistent, and the operating voltages began to approach the dielectric breakdown of the 

grating surface. Photomicrographs of the textures for the range of exposure times are shown in 

figure 6, both for that formed directly on filling and for the operating state formed after cooling 

from the isotropic phase. Figure 5 b) shows that the anchoring energy tends to increase with 

exposure time. An empirical fit to the data suggests the approximate relationship: 

 

�1 = �ΟΠΘ tanh Υ� − �W� Ψ											(4)	 

 

where the anchoring energy �1  plateaus to �ΟΠΘ  with increasing treatment time t, t0 is the 

threshold time required to give homeotropic alignment and k is the fitting constant. In 

comparison with the mixed photopolymers, silanation of PP2 gives much higher anchoring, 

ranging from intermediate to strong. This is not an ideal range for the bistable device as it 

correlates to increasing latching voltages. For instance, the 600 s exposure time represents an 

operating voltage of around 45 V for 5CB. However, stronger anchoring has applications 

elsewhere and is more generally of interest in conventional display devices.  
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Figure 6. First filling states for a) 180, b) 300, and c) 600 s exposure times, showing adoption of 

D state, mixed, and C state, respectively, correlating with increasing anchoring strength. Each 

cell cooled from isotropic into uniform D state. The position of crossed polarisers is indicated, as 

is the direction of the grating vector, g. 

 

Conventional silane surface treatment is done in vacuum, where quantities of silane and water 

are introduced instantaneously into the chamber containing a silicon or glass substrate that has 

been pre-treated with O2 plasma, to ensure that the surface is covered with OH groups [36]. In 

those circumstances, the silane deposits onto the surface as a monolayer, reacting with the 

abundant surface hydroxyl groups, therein giving off HCl vapour. The surface layer is completed 

when the water causes a condensation reaction to form further Si-O-Si bonds between adjacent 

surface silane molecules [36]. The current procedure is designed to coat a photopolymer that has 

scarce hydroxyl groups onto which the silane bonds covalently. Instead, an almost epitaxial 

approach is taken, where the surfactant is slowly introduced into the chamber to form only rare 

covalent bonds directly to the photopolymer. Once bonded to the surface, the atmospheric water 

continues to react with the remaining Si-Cl groups to provide two new surface hydroxyl sites 

onto which further silane vapour deposits, as shown schematically in figure 7. If the exposure 
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time is too great and the surface covered, the silane continues to react increasingly forming a 

polymer above the surface.  

 

 

Figure 7. Schematic of the silanation reaction, progressing from monolayer formation to 

condensation. The photopolymer surface is simplified as shown, where A is Sartomer 349 

residual structure, B is Sartomer 508 residual structure, C is the hydroxyl-bearing Sartomer 349 

monoester residual structure, D is the hydroxyl-bearing Sartomer 508 monoester residual 

structure. 
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Figure 8. XPS results are presented. (a) shows the full spectrum obtained for the 540 sec 

exposure sample. Full scans were recorded for the carbon 1s, oxygen 1s, nitrogen 1s, and silicon 

2p. No evidence of Cl was found in the surface. (b) shows the breakdown of both fitted species 

in the same sample. Relative Si abundance is plotted against exposure time in (c) and the fitting 

shown with the anchoring fit in (d). The XPS data were fit to the same form as equation (4), with 

��ΟΠΘ = (8.8 ± 0.5) %, t0 = 0 s and k = (260 ± 20) s. 
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Amongst the XPS peaks observed from the photopolymer flats, two corresponded to the 

silicon counts. Detailed spectra were taken of the silicon-2p peaks, and species were assigned 

using literature values to Si-O-Si bonds (102.5 eV) and SiO2 bonds (103.3 eV), respectively, 

figure 8 [37, 38]. No peak was found for Cl, indicating that the silane condensation reaction was 

complete, and that all Cl had escaped as a gas. No Si was detected for the plane sample without 

silanation, indicating that the photopolymer covered the glass substrate entirely. The density of 

Si correlates well with the anchoring strengths, as seen in the plot of figure 8 d).   

Clearly, there is a good correlation between silanation time, total Si detected on the 

surface by XPS and the anchoring energy measured using the bistable grating devices. There are 

two potential models for the silane coating. In a first “island” model [39], the silane forms sub-

micron domains of strongly anchored, highly silanated surface interspersed with areas of 

uncoated photopolymer such that the size of the domains increases with exposure time. The 

microscopic length scales of these domains are averaged by the liquid crystal, to give 

homeotropic anchoring that is directly proportional to the surface density of the pendant silane 

groups. Alternatively [40], the silane may attach to the surface relatively uniformly over the area 

of exposure, and the density of the silane increase with exposure time. Figure 9 shows tapping-

mode AFM images from samples taken from across the range of exposure times. These results 

show that there is a decrease in surface roughness with increasing exposure time from 1 nm to 

below 0.5 nm and with no evidence for silane domains on the 500 nm length scale. If the first 

model were true, surface roughness would initially increase; hence, the results support the 

second, uniform growth model. It would be instructive to test whether this was due to the high 

density of hydroxyl groups present in the photopolymer PP2, or whether this behaviour is 

universal for any polymer surface. 
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Figure 9. a) Measured surface roughness with silane exposure time and b) AFM micrographs of 

the polymer surface. Each is a 500 nm x 500 nm area, flattened for analysis. Surface roughness 

was determined by averaging several 100 nm x 100 nm areas for each sample – a 100 nm scale 

bar is included. The colormap shown denotes 5 nm (white) to -5 nm (black). 

 

In addition to anchoring strength, fits to the latching characteristic also yield values for 

the slip length, the surface viscosity term that indicates the extrapolated depth within the surface 

where liquid crystal flow no longer occurs and the boundary for no-slip can be extrapolated [41]. 

In general, viscous fluids are expected to have a shorter slip length because they are less likely to 

exhibit flow at the surface. The authors are unaware of previous measurements of the surface slip 

length for liquid crystals. The slip length of the mixed photopolymer surface was of the order of 

tens of nanometres and reduced only slightly with increasing concentration of the high anchoring 
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photopolymer, although the change was small and comparable to the experimental errors (figure 

10 a)). This is sufficiently small to agree with the no-slip treatment of liquid crystals. However, 

the slip length of the C8-silane treated gratings was found to be of the order of hundreds of 

nanometres, again decreasing slightly with increasing surface density (figure 10 b)). It is 

hypothesised that the larger slip length in this case indicates that the silane molecules are 

sufficiently rarefied at the surface thereby allowing flow of the liquid crystal between the silane 

pendant chains. That is, the grating surface has a region that contains both silane and liquid 

crystal, and that this boundary becomes better defined as the silane density increases with 

increasing exposure time. These values for slip length are relevant to other devices using 

homeotropic boundary conditions, such as the Vertically Aligned mode for TV and monitor 

applications.  
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Figure 10. Slip length at the homeotropic grating surface for the mixed photopolymers (a) and 

the silanated PP2 (b). Linear fits are included as guides, with the upper and lower fits given with 

respect to the standard errors on the fit. 

 

Conclusions 

By varying exposure time to warm C8 silane, anchoring strength at a photopolymer surface was 

controlled and measured as a function of time, which correlates well with measured silicon via 

XPS and decreasing roughness of the photopolymer surface via AFM. These measurements are 
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in agreement to previous values, as is seen when the method is compared to previous results 

within the same system. Values are as expected for intermediate anchoring.  

Each element of this study together, including the photopolymer, silanation apparatus and 

method, and measurement technique, is proposed as a replicable method for homeotropic 

anchoring and measurement in novel liquid crystal devices. Such devices often employ nano- or 

micro-structures formed from photopolymer; this method allows for known and tuneable 

homeotropic anchoring at such surfaces. The use of XPS gives a grounding by which similar 

techniques may be mapped to those presented here. 
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